cylinders were brought cold to be re-heated after being scored so that they would form a flat
sheet.) As mentioned elsewhere it has proved impossible to determine the exact form and
function of these kilns. How they were fired and accessed is not clear –there appeared to be no
evidence of external flues
The same applies to the “pot arches” in Room 2. Although the function of pot arches is
generally well understood, it does seem strange that here they should be at some remove from
the furnace area. Pot arch {31} has a similar relationship with the Old House Cone. Exactly
how they were heated in this case is not known. Conventionally they are where the pots, or
crucibles, were fired and/or brought up to furnace temperature before insertion in the furnace
and usually they are much closer to the main furnace, often incorporated in the cone wall.
Possibly at Nailsea there were re-heating furnaces inside the cone area to bring the individual
pots up to temperature before introducing them in to the main furnace. The pot arches
themselves, appearing to be approximately elliptical in section, with a maximum height of
about 2.2m, were built of brick within the main structure. They were about 4.5m in width and
7.5m deep, and are obviously capable of containing several pots. In 1836/7 Coathupe [p.61]
gives typical dimensions, “when made”, giving the outside top diameter as 56 inches [1.42m];
the height can be calculated as 41.2 inches [1.05m]. He also comments [p.63] that “Pots, if
carefully watched may be “turned” in the annealing Arch in 60 hours and set in 36 hours
afterwards.” These “pot arches”may therefore well be annealing arches for the initial firing of
the pots after air-drying, but see further discussion in Part 3.
The function of the brick lined depression at the northernmost end of the central wall is not
known. From the photographs it appears to have been subjected to heat. While the majority of
the floors in the arches were formed from sandstone, that surrounding this depression and
paralleling the central wall on both sides were of brick21, so whether this was associated with
some form of furnace/flue is surmised, but not known for certain. The surviving height of the
walls of Room 2 was about 4.5m. The main structure, as for Room 1, was roughly coursed
sandstone rubble, in a fair state of preservation. Freestone quoins towards the upper part (see
Figure 2.28) and other evidence seems to point to a later modification to the building, either in
the form of a re-build or an upper storey extension. “Joist sockets were observed at a height of
c. 3m from the surviving floor level.” Ground levels were recorded from 32.2m to 32.9m
AOD.
Figures 2.28 and 2.29, below, show the exterior and interior of the pot-arch building
respectively. It appears from the remaining evidence that the doors, both towards the front of
the arches within the building and for the corresponding openings in the external walls (blocked
at this time) were double-leaved, outward opening, supported on pin hinges. There was no
evidence to suggest that the dividing wall between the two pot arches went any further in to
Room 2 than shown.
The two surviving walls of Room 3 appeared to represent an addition to the original range and
were built from randomly coursed sandstone rubble. It was floored with concrete and had a
cement fillet adhering to most of two sides that had obviously been sealing corrugated roofing
material to the wall, so it is seen as a later conversion to an open-sided lean-to. It appears from
the 1995 excavation that the eastern wall had possibly extended further in to the glassworks
site, to about twice its length as recorded here. This would agree with the dimensions on the
1870 plan. However in the photographs there appeared to be no sign of this above ground.
Equally no cut representing the position of the concrete floor was recorded, so demolition had
apparently been right down to ground level or below.
21

Ibid.
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Figure 2.26: 1994 Standing Buildings Recording on site-centred map
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Figure 2.27: 1994 Standing Buildings Recording superimposed on 1870 plan

There was no apparent evidence remaining of the trapezoidal structure shown on the 1870 plan
in the exterior angle between rooms 1 and 2.
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